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Author's response to reviews: see over
Dear Editor,

We resubmit the enclosed manuscript "Elevated serotonin transporter density of midbrain in mixed mania: a case report". We made all the corrections suggested and we edited the manuscript according to our best understanding. The figure 2 we sent already previously in JPEG-format. We did not include it in the manuscript because we do not know exactly the way you want to edit the photographs.

Please address all correspondence concerning the paper to Dr. Tommi Tolmunen at Department of Psychiatry, Kuopio University Hospital, P.O. Box 1777, FIN-70211 Kuopio, Finland, tel. +358 50 561 0754, e-mail: tommi.tolmunen@kuh.fi.

Yours sincerely,

Tommi Tolmunen
Requested formatting changes

- **Title** - Please remove all unnecessary capitalisation, from both the manuscript file and the submission system. Please also change the last clause of the title to ‘a case report’
  
  Corrected as suggested

- **Author list** – Please remove titles from the list of authors.
  
  Corrected as suggested

- **Funding** - We ask that this is removed from the title page and placed in the acknowledgements section of the manuscript.
  
  Corrected as suggested

- **Affiliations** - Each affiliation should be written in full and be provided in the following format: department, institute, city, country. Can we also ask you to link each author to their corresponding affiliation with the use of superscript numbers.
  
  Corrected as suggested

- **Section headings** - Please remove all unnecessary capitalisation from the section headings. Please also remove the colons from the end of the section headings.
  
  Corrected as suggested

- **Word count** – Please remove the word count.
  
  Corrected as suggested

- **Keywords section** - This section is used for searches within the BMC website, and will not appear on PubMed. You should ensure that any common terminology or abbreviations you wish your manuscript to be indexed by on PubMed is included in your abstract or title. Please remember to then delete the ‘keywords’ section currently in the manuscript.
  
  Done as suggested

- **Introduction** - Please rename this section ‘Background’.
  
  Corrected as suggested

- **References** – The reference list should be provided in the journal style, as we will then be able to create links to the article’s abstract on PubMed. Example journal reference:
  
  Corrected as suggested

**Corrections according to the first reviewer (Swen Hesse)**

We made all the discretionary revisions concerning the wordings.